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ZHAOYUN PLUS

About Zhaoyun plus

Multiple cameras
compatible

Step 2 Install the damper ball the small damping plate

Power Core

360° Infinite Rotation

Install the 12 Damper ball
to small damping plate, and
then to the big damping plate.
Be careful, do not broke the
liquid damper balls.
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*The camera in the picture did
not include in the Zhaoyun Plus
gimbal, just for the referenceonly.
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Step 3 Install the Lifting Lug
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Install the damping lifting
lug by L shape wrench with
M2.5x8 screws.
The distances between the
lifting lug is adjustable:
105mm, 119mm and 133mm.
The lifting lug can install
with the 10mm (outer
diameter) tubes.
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1.Hand screw

10. Yaw arm

2 .Bracket for camera lens

11.Roll arm

3.Hand screw

12.Main wiring port

4.Camera slider

13.Pitch arm

5.1/4 camera screw

14.Pitch motor

6.Sub-wiring port

15.Yaw motor

7. USB port

16.Roll motor

8.Lifting lug

17.Damping plate

16.拨杆
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133MM
119MM

9.Damper ball

105MM
16

Zhaoyun plus Introduction
Zhaoyun Plus is special designed for Interchangeable Lens
Digital Camera on multi-rotors. It adopts the 32-bit highly
optimized attitude fusion algorithm, combined with the precise
positioning technology of the encoding disk, achieves more
stable and high-speed attitude control, which allows the gimbal
to stabilize the image underinstantaneous and violent motion.
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INSTALL THE GIMBAL

Step 1 Install the damping plate
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Zhaoyun plus comes with the new generation brushless motor,
which has stable voltage, high torque, low noise, long working
life and high accuracy. Pitch, Roll and Yaw has 360° infinite
rotation is one main feature of it.It is compatible with multiple
cameras, for different cameras, you can adjust the gravity center
without tools on the gimbal. Besides, there is camera quick
release design on the gimbal, it is more convenient to change
the camera and adjust the gravity center to the proper position.

Install the damping plate to the
gimbal by L shape wrench

Step 4 Yaw axis balance adjustment
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Loosen the screw No. 10
and then move the Yaw
arm 11 to keep the camera just level with the ground when the camera
is stationary. Then tighten the screw No. 10.

Move the camera slider back and forth by adjusting No. 2 screw.
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How to Connect the Wires

Main Wiring Port
Push the camera to move back
and forth, fineadjust until the
camera can be kept horizontal
with the ground, and then tighten
the screws No. 2. Adjust the screws 3 and 4 to make the camera
lens bracket against the camera
lens, and tightenthe screws
No. 3 and No. 4.
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Mode
Picth/Sbus

Extend1

Video

12V IN

Signal
5V out

Power

Roll

Shutter
YAW
Extend2

GND

----- Pitch control in PWM mode. There is 5V output from this port, which can be

used to power the receiver.It shares the maximum 500mA current with the sub-wiring port.
Do not exceed the current use, otherwise there is a risk of damaging the gimbal circuit.
ROLL/SBUS ----- It is defaulted as the SUBS port for main wiring port. Roll control in PWM
mode.For detailed settings, please refer to the SimpleBGC-RC SET page. This port has a 5V
output, which can be used to power the receiver. It share the maximum 500mA current with
the sub-wiring port. Do not exceed the current. Otherwise, there is a risk of damaging the
gimbal circuit.
MODE ----- CMD port. It is used to switch the lock mode, follow mode and return to center
mode. It Requires a 3-way toggle switch on remote control for the corresponding channel.
Refer to the Simple BGC manual for more functions.
YAW ----- Yaw control in PWM mode.

Loosen the screw No. 8 and
then move the Roll arm to keep
the camera just level with the
ground when the camera is stationary. Then tighten the screw
No. 8.

Multiple Mode Switch

The remote control uses a 3-way toggle switch on the corresponding CMD channel. Make sure
that the first way of the switch travel is in the range of 1000-1300, the second way is in the
range of 1301-1700, and the third way is in the range of 1701-2000.
The first way switch is following mode. In this mode, the direction axis will rotate along with the
direction of the aircraft. The default speed is 30 and can be set (in the follow mode page in the
SimpleBGC GUI).
The second way switch is lock mode. In this mode, the direction axis is locked and does not
follow the direction of the aircraft. Because the direction axis is locked, you can shoot more
stable images.
The third way switch is the return to center mode. If you switch to this mode, the pan / tilt
axis, roll axis, and pitch axis will return to their initial positions. (In the SimpleBGC GUI, the
Encoder page can be reset to the initial position, usually the initial position is set in the
direction of the machine head).

Connect with computer to adjust the settings
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Package List
Item Name

Amount

Item Name

Amount

Zhaoyun Plus main frame

1

Camera Fixing screw

1

Lifting lug sets

4

L shape wrench

1

Damper ball

15

User manual

1

USB cable

1

8 Parameters

Payload weight

Minimum
200g

Gimbal weight

Standard
400g

Maximum
1000g

760g

SHUTTER ----- It is defaulted as the shutter control port. If you use a shutter controller that is
compatible with the camera, you can control the camera shutter through the remote control.
It is connected in series with the SHUTTER of the sub-wiring port.(This product does not
include a shutter controller)

Working voltage

11.1V

12V

Working current

50mA

100mA

-11°C

15°C

EXTEND1/2 ----- Camera expansion port, to be developed.

Tracking error in stationary attitude

±0.01°

±0.02°

Sub-Wiring Port

Tracking error in dynamic attitude

±0.03°

±0.1°
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Working temperature

5V

Shutter

17V
600mA
45°C

Motion angle of Pitching axis

360°

Motion angle of Rolling axis

360°

Motion angle of Yawing axis
Video
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Item

VIDEO ----- It is defaulted as a video transmission port. The video cable can be used to
implement the video transmission function. It is connected in series with the VIDEO of the
sub-wiring port. (This product does not include the video cable)

Step 3 Roll axis balance adjustment

SHUTTER ----- It is defaulted as the shutter control port. If you use a shutter controller that is
compatible with the camera, you can control the camera shutter through the remote control.
It is connected in series with the SHUTTER of the main-wiring port.(This product does not
include a shutter controller)
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PITCH
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5V output ----- Can power some cameras. The port has 5V output, which can be used to
power the receiver.It shares the maximum 500mA current with the main-wiring port. Do not
exceed the current. Otherwise, there is a risk of damaging the gimbal circuit.
VIDEO ----- It is defaulted as a video transmission port. The video cable can be used to
implement the video transmission function. It is connected in series with the VIDEO of the
main-wiring port. (This product does not include the video cable)

Please visit www.arrishobby.comto download the Zhaoyun plus assistant software Simple
BGC GUI. (Do not update the firmware under normal conditions, updating the firmware may
cause the gimbal to work abnormally)

POWER ----- Power input port, input voltage is 12V

Loosen the screw No. 6 and
then move the pitch arm to
keep the camera just vertical
to the ground when the camera
is stationary. Then tighten the
screw No. 6.

Step 1 Install the Camera

Put the camera on the slider,
and fixing the camera by 1/4
screw on the bottom. Remember to install the camera
close to pitch motor.

Zhaoyun plus has two working mode: Follow Mode and Lock
mode. It also has one key return to center function, and supports
software tuning for more personalized functions.

Step 2 Pitch axis balance adjustment

Camera Installation and Balance Adjustment

Power output voltage
Power output current

360°

5V
500mA

